Nursery Spring Term 2019 We’re Going on a Bear Hunt
Overview
We read ‘We’re Going on a Bear Hunt’ by Michael Rosen every day so that the
children became familiar with the repeated phrases. We talked why the bear
chased the characters in the story and then the bear visited Nursery looking for
friends.
We went on a bear hunt in Wanstead Flats and told the story as we walked
through the grass, trees and mud. The children weighed out the ingredients and
made bear biscuits. We made bear faces using collage materials. We also read
Goldilocks and the Three Bears and ate porridge and acted out the story using
big, medium and small bowls and spoons.
At the end of the topic we performed the story to parents and they all joined in.

Staff Reflection
“We all really enjoyed reading ‘We’re Going on a Bear Hunt’. By the end of the
topic the children could join in telling the story and were using the language in
play.” Mrs Fisher

Pupil Reflection
We went on a bear hunt on Wanstead Flats…
“We were looking for the bear! We did find grass. We went swishy swashy,
swishy swashy. We went stumble trip, stumble trip in the forest. Then we do
squelch squerch, squelch squerch in the mud. We didn’t find no bears! All my
friends came and it was fun!” Noor

Reception Spring Term 3: On the Move
Overview
During this topic we learned about ways of travelling, now and in the past.
We sorted vehicles according to whether they travel by land, air or water.
For expressive art and design we used junk materials to make model
vehicles learning how to fix and join in different ways.
We read ‘The Naughty Bus’ and retold the story, in the classroom and the
outside area, using small world props. This included driving a toy bus
through baked beans! Each class wrote their own version of the Naughty
Bus.
We all braved the cold weather on a visit to The Thames Barrier Park. To get
there we travelled on buses, trains and the DLR. We watched aeroplanes fly
over us and saw boats sailing on the river.

Term 4: The Rhyming World of
Julia Donaldson
Our second topic for the spring term has been an
author study on the rhyming books of Julia Donaldson. We all became actors when a
theatre group came to school and helped us to perform the story ‘What the Ladybird
Heard.’
We made maps just like the ones used by Hefty Hugh and Lanky Len, when they tried to
steal the fine prize cow.
Each class has performed a Julia Donaldson song during kindness assembly when we
share our learning with other children and teachers across the school.

Pupil Reflection
"I liked going on top of the bus because I never went upstairs before!" by Gurshaan
"I like 'Room on the Broom' because of the witch. The witch was kind." Anika

Spring Term 2019:
YEAR ONE - FANTASTIC ADVENTURES!
Pupil Reflections
Afsa says: “ It’s a bit tricky to remember your sentence but I’m thinking about it...and then
it comes to me.”
Miriam says: “I have to think really hard when spelling the long words using my sounds.”
Ved says: “I find drawing tricky but if you make a mistake you just keep going .”

Overview
The purpose of this topic was to inspire and develop children as writers. As a hook all
classes received a video message from the author Caryl Hart. In the first half of the
spring term we explored and read a range of Caryl Hart’s books. We had a go at orally
retelling her stories and acted them out to help us remember them. We had to be positive and resilient so that we could rehearse them off by heart. We visited the Discover
Story Centre and visited the adventure playground. We spent the rest of the spring
term comparing the similarities and differences between the books we studied and
then we wrote a class story based on the authors story structure.

Pupil Reflections about the topic
Aaban says: “I really liked it when I went to the Toy Museum.”
Arisha says: “I liked visiting the old house and when we dressed up.”
Zoha says: “I liked making my peg toy in the museum.”

Afterwards, we had one of our biggest challenges so far in Year One - we planned and
wrote our own fantastic adventure! We had to redraft parts to make sure our stories
made sense. For this we had to be ambitious and resilient. Some of us really struggled
during the writing process and we made many errors but we learned from them. In
addition to the topic, we had an animal science workshop, where we learned about and
handled some wild animals. Some of us had to really challenge ourselves to hold the
animals. We also dressed up for our ‘Bedtime Stories’ theme for World Book Day too.
Our final topic outcome was to share the stories we wrote in a story telling session with
our parents at Forest Gate Library. We practiced telling our stories orally many times
beforehand before sharing them with our families.
Staff Reflections
‘The children have embraced the challenges with enthusiasm. They were resilient in
finding strategies to help them improve their learning and were cooperative when
working together to share their ideas with their peers. Well done Year One!’

Year 2 Spring Term: London’s Burning!
Overview
Year 2 found a treasure chest of strange looking objects from the past pictures of London on fire, a leather bucket and a quill pen! We became
history detectives; trying to uncover what event from the past these
objects told the story of. We found out that in 1666, London faced a
massive disaster: The Great Fire of London!
We brought the story alive by acting out what happened. We took on the
roles of Samuel Pepys and Thomas Farrinor to enact the story. This helped us to understand the event in detail. The drama and oracy work aided us in writing an information
book all about The Great Fire of London. We shared our books with Year 4 who were
excited to learn all about this disastrous event from our information books.
This topic really helped us to cultivate our history skills by asking and answering
questions about the past, placing events in order on a timeline and identifying
similarities and differences between ways of life in different time periods. We finished
off the topic with a visit to The Tower of London where we were met by a character
from the past who took us back to 1666!

Pupil Reflection
"I really enjoyed creating my information book for the older children to read. I found
making my sentences quite hard but making my information book really helped to
make my sentences better." Rohan
"I loved learning about The Great Fire of London. I liked it when I was Thomas Farrinor
and acted out what happened in assembly. I enjoyed making my information book."
Abhinav

Year 3 Spring Term: Inspirational Writers
Overview
This term, Year 3 have been looking at Inspirational Writers, focussing on Roald Dahl
and Philip Pullman. Over the course of the topic, the children have compared the
authors, thought about what makes a great writer and applied this in their own writing.
The children have enjoyed some outstanding learning opportunities, especially in their
writing. We have read George’s Marvellous Medicine and The Firework-Maker’s
Daughter. From this, the children have written suspense pieces, cinquain and free verse
poems, and setting and character descriptions.
On World Book Day, the children watched an author masterclass by Nadia Shireen on
how to create heroes and villains with a little bit of themselves in the characters. Some
classes also took part in an exciting BBC Teach Live Lesson with Malorie Blackman, Rob
Biddulph and Cressida Cowell.
As part of the topic, the children have learnt about Roald Dahl’s fascinating life, creating
timelines and ambitious artwork based on the characters in his books. We have also
researched Indonesia, the setting of The Firework-Maker’s Daughter, and used
computing skills to create county profile presentations. The children have also enjoyed
taking home class Travelling Notebooks and learning about different Asian countries.

Pupils Reflections
“This term I have enjoyed writing a part of the quest, in The FireworkMaker’s Daughter. The challenge I faced during this topic was writing a
suspense piece for George’s Marvellous Medicine”
“I enjoyed reading The Firework-Maker’s Daughter”
“I found writing the suspense piece for George's Marvellous Medicine
challenging because we had to show not tell”

Year 4 Spring Term 2019: Macbeth
Overview
We began our a Shakespearean journey with a trip to the Globe where we learnt the secrets behind the wonders of trap doors and
Penny- stinkers! Back in school, we began to read Macbeth, building our knowledge of character inference.
We practised writing in the style of Shakespeare while using the same tools: quill and ink! We began to decipher how to punctuate direct speech;
understanding the punctuation needed and grammar rules, which is not an easy task!
Finally to immerse ourselves fully in the understanding of the play Macbeth. We invited The Young Shakespeare Company. They led story workshops,
unpicking the intricacies of the complicated plot. Together we created drama based sessions, questioning and creating scenes for the play we were to
re-enact. Then, as a team of 120 strong, we wowed our parents, siblings, peers and parents by performing Macbeth, which we were all so proud of.

Staff Reflection
“I thought that the children excelled in their learning during the performance of Macbeth. This opportunity to improve their oracy skills was very valuable.” Mr McAspurn

Pupil Reflection:
“I thoroughly enjoyed the experience
(of putting on the play).
Performing Macbeth, helped me with my reading
and to understand the story.” Rahan
“During the drama workshop, we talked about
Macbeth's thoughts and feelings after he had
done the deed (killed King Duncan).
That helped me understand the characters traits
and personality better.”
Muhammed Eesa
“It was really exciting because it was our first
performance with all 120 of us! Acting out the
scenes helped me understand the story
more. “ Hafsa

Year 5 Spring Term 2019: Space and Planet Earth

Overview
Spring term has been an exciting one for Year 5 as we have been discovering exciting new things about our Solar
System and our home planet, Earth. The children researched our Solar System and found out lots of amazing facts
about the Sun, Moon and Earth. They created their own information booklets on this theme and visited the
Planetarium at The Royal Observatory in Greenwich to bring to life everything that they had learned. The children
were also able to stand along the Prime Meridian line in Greenwich which divides the east and west hemispheres
of the world – something year 5 have been learning about in Geography.
During our learning about Earth, Year 5 children have shown a great interest in the way we care for our planet and
the damage that can be caused if we don’t recycle and look after the environment. We were lucky enough to have
a speaker from Greenpeace in to talk to us about plastic pollution in the oceans and what we can do to help. The
children have begun creating a small exhibition space outside the year 5 classrooms to highlight the problem and
Some of the skills we have developed over this term are:
encourage other children to learn more about it.

 I can name the 8 planets in our solar system.
Year 5 had their two weeks of swimming lessons this term and have all developed their swimming skills and water  I can describe the movement of the Earth, and other planets,
relative to the Sun in the solar system.
confidence substantially. They enjoyed visiting the Olympic Pool in Stratford every day and, on a few occasions, saw
 I can describe the movement of the Moon relative to the Earth.
some team GB divers practicing which was very exciting!
 I can use the idea of the Earth’s rotation to explain day and
night and the apparent movement of the sun across the sky.
 I can find the lines of latitude and longitude, the equator, the
N. and S. hemisphere, tropics of cancer and Capricorn and the
5A – Husayn One thing I have loved learning about was about plastic pollution and the Greenpeace assembly because we
arctic and Antarctic circle and say why these are important.
learned what happens to plastic when you throw it away and how to recycle it properly. One thing that was really challenging  I can find and talk about the prime/Greenwich meridian and
was our tests because I had to think really deeply to answer some of the questions.
time zones.
5B – Honey I have really enjoyed learning about how to save the planet from plastic pollution because it seems as though
 I can discuss and debate an environmental issue.
plastic has taken over the world and I really want to carry on learning about this and do something to help the planet. I also
enjoyed seeing the prime meridian line which separates east from west. I found it really challenging learning about how to use
parenthesis in English writing. I especially found it tricky learning about how to use dashes appropriately but I was able to write
a successful Space sentence using dashes for parenthesis: The sun provides us with light and energy through its rays – something we all need to survive.
5C – Sana The thing I most enjoyed was seeing the Prime Meridian line because I didn’t know it existed before learning about
it. I was interested in the Greenpeace assembly as the speaker told us some worrying but interesting facts. I found our maths
reasoning test very challenging as the word problems were difficult to understand and solve but I tried my best and thought
about the learning I had done in year 5 to help me.
5D – Hassan I think the best part of this term has been learning about plastic pollution because I learned lots of new facts for
example, in 2050, if we carry on the way we are going, there will be more plastic in the ocean than marine life. I found learning
division really challenging because I had never done any long division before but now I feel really confident.

Pupil Reflections - Successes and Struggles

Year 6 Spring Term - Antarctica/ Shackleton
This past term Year 6 have been learning about Antarctica and the famous polar
explorer, Ernest Shackleton. Ernest was an explorer who sailed to Antarctica with a
mission to cross the southern region and achieve fame, however it was a failed
mission and Shackleton’s Journey documents how Shackleton and his crew survived
the sinking of their ship, Endurance.
The children really enjoyed this topic as it encouraged them to explore not only the
history of polar exploration but also develop an understanding of how animals are
adapted to the sub zero temperatures of the South. Our lessons were filled with
short bursts of BBC’s Frozen Planet and Dynasties - this really helped to deepen the
children’s knowledge of Antarctica through its spectacular images and videos. Year
6 then created a writing piece on How Emperor Penguins Survive in the Antarctic,
which they did very successfully!
In addition, the children created some really creative book covers that reflected
their engagement with the Topic.

Shakespeare - A Winter’s Tale
In January, Year 6 were invited to watch a modern day performance of Shakespeare’s A
Winter’s Tale at the Stratford Circus Theatre.

“Watching the play was exciting because I loved seeing everyone in action,
dancing and singing in role. We saw how hard the actors worked to get everything
ready to perform on the spot for an audience.” Saif 6D

Faith In Schools - Art in Religion
In January, Year 6 had a workshop based on
how art is used to express faith across
religions by Faith in Schools and the children
really enjoyed learning about how colours
and prints, dance and music can all be a
means of religious expression and then
creating their own pieces too!
“I had fun exploring new things such as the Holy
Trinity and learning about colours that are
symbolic to feelings” Yunus 6D

The National Maritime Museum

Our SEND children have
worked really hard this
term too! Here is the
wonderful display board
they put together to
show their amazing
work!

In March we went to the National Maritime Museum for a Polar Explorers workshop to
celebrate the end of our Spring topic. The children were fascinated by the archives session— we saw some really interesting artefacts including handwritten diary entries by
Shackleton himself! Not only that, but the children received a talk session delivered by a
direct descendant of Tom Crean, an Irish explorer that accompanied Shackleton on this
extraordinary adventure! Their day ended with a visit to the Cutty Sark!
“I really enjoyed learning
about the polar explorers
and seeing the artefacts
and equipment that was
used in the past and
preserved so well. “ Abid

“I think the trip really
helped us to get a better
understanding of the challenges Shackleton faced in
his expedition “ - Ruby 6A

